The big question after “the great online pivot” is all about quality
Zoom-enabled versions of face-to-face courses have left grumbling students demanding better. While everyone did their best, the pandemic-induced switch to emergency remote teaching didn’t always show what high quality online teaching looks like.

We all know online learning can deliver—if educators have access to the right tools and resources.

Five “must-haves” for online learning
- Course Management (LMS)
- Lecture Facilitation (Video Conferencing)
- Course Material (eBooks)
- Testing (Proctoring Solutions)
- Skills-Based Demonstration and Assessment

Skills-based courses are most at-risk of going poorly without the right support.

Are you missing a critical piece for delivering quality skills-based courses online? Let’s fix that.
GoReact is the #1 way to teach skills online
GoReact is the world’s best tool for online demonstration and assessment. It’s essential for delivering effective skills-oriented curriculum all over campus.

**Trusted by over 600 universities, GoReact is the #1 tool in the world for skills courses.** It’s so easy to set up and use; educators and students love it.

Designed from the ground up to lighten administrative workload for educators, GoReact seamlessly integrates with your LMS, simplifying grading, and offering unlimited video storage. Plus, you’ll get our outstanding service and support, making it a light touch for your IT folks.

Who benefits most? **Students. By deeply learning the skills they need, student placement numbers go up.** And placement helps attract enrollment as “colleges compete for a dwindling pool of potential matriculants.”

---

**“I am SO happy we decided to use GoReact! This is turning into a life saver for all of our candidates!”**

Gary McCutcheon
Mount Vernon Nazarene University

---

**Equity and Accessibility**
“Moving from on-campus to remote learning raises issues related to access and equity.”

GoReact checks all the boxes for **security, accessibility, equity, and compliance** (FERPA, COPPA, HIPAA compliant—VPAT Sec. 508 and WCAG 2.1 AA accessible).

The capability for students to record, submit, and give feedback right from their smartphone means you’ll now be able to offer a truly equitable remote online learning experience even for performance-based courses.

---

**Questions?**
**Contact us at GoReact.com**
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